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Date: June 24, 2020

Honorable City Council
c/o City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall

To:

Douglas Guthrie, HACLA President and CEOFr:

Subject: REQUEST THE MAYOR (OR DESIGNEE), ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF LOS 
ANGELES EXECUTE THE CONTRACT FOR AWARD OF $35 MILLION FOR THE 
WATTS RISING FY 2019 CHOICE NEIGHBORHOODS IMPLEMENTATION GRANT 
AWARDED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT (HUD)

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CITY COUNCIL

That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor, take the following actions:

1. Authorize the Mayor, or his designee, to sign the FY 2019 Choice Neighborhoods 
Implementation Grant Agreement ("CNI Grant Agreement”) on behalf of the City as 
Co-Applicant for the grant and to execute any agreements, forms, verifications as 
required by HUD, and any amendments thereto;

2. Obligate the City to the terms and conditions of the CNI Grant Agreement, including 
but not limited to:

a. Allocation of Community Development Block Grant ("CDBG”) funds over the 
CNI Grant term in an amount equal to 10 percent of the estimated 46th Program 
Year (2020-21), valued at approximately $5,433,479 for Watts Rising 
designated projects subject to each project’s environmenta l and programmatic 
review during the six year grant term;

b. Continuation and completion of all leverage funds and projects committed in the 
grant application, including funding one full-time project management position in 
the Mayor’s Office of Economic Opportunity during the term of the grant to
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oversee implementation of the Neighborhood Projects; commitment of 9% Low 
Income Housing Tax Credits to Phases 3-7 of Jordan Downs redevelopment to 
construct up to 174 units of affordable housing for the City of Los Angeles, with 
the restriction of funding no more than one 9% project in any one fiscal year; 
annual funding for the FamilySource Center in Watts; and creating a new Watts 
Skate Park; and

3. To undertake various actions reasonably necessary to effectuate the terms of the CNI 
Grant Agreement, including but not limited to, negotiating, executing, approving, and 
delivering any related and ancillary documents and agreements.

SUMMARY

On April 23,2020 the City of Los Angeles and the Housing Authority of the City of Los 
Angeles’ ("HACLA”) were notified of their award of $35 million in Choice Neighborhoods 
Implementation Grant funding for the redevelopment of Jordan Downs, one of the City’s 
largest public housing sites and associated health, economic, education and employment 
services for its current and future residents as well as a significant investment in 
neighborhood projects focused on encouraging roots, expanding connections and realizing a 
vision for a by Watts for Watts economy.

On June 24, 2020, the Housing Authority of the City of Los Angeles’ ("HACLA”) Board of 
Commissioners adopted Resolution 9605 allowing HACLA as Lead Applicant to execute the 
grant contract with HUD for the Choice Neighborhood Implementation Grant, obligating 
matching funds for administration of the grant, and allowing the President & CEO or their 
designee to enter into agreements with various lead agencies, leverage and project sponsors 
as necessary to satisfy the requirements of the grant guidelines.

The City of Los Angeles is the Co-Applicant and is required to be a signatory on the final 
grant contract. Therefore, HACLA is transmitting this memorandum and request for council 
actions that will enable the City and HACLA to work together to fulfill on this vision which will 
over the next five years realize the investment of over $1 billion in the Watts community.

Background

HACLA initiated a long-range plan to redevelop Jordan Downs in 2008. These efforts 
included acquiring an adjacent 21-acre site in 2008, establishing the Jordan Downs 
Community Advisory Committee in 2008, preparing a Community-Based Master Plan in 
2010, initiating a Request for Proposals in 2011 and competitively selecting a Jordan Downs 
Community Partners, LLC, a joint venture of BRIDGE Housing and The Michaels 
Organization ("JDCP” or "Master Developer”) to be HACLA’s private development partner to 
assist with the financing, construction and management of the redeveloped Jordan Downs in 
2012, working with the Department of City Planning to adopt the Jordan Downs Urban Village 
Specific Plan and Environmental Impact Report (EIR) in 2013, and adding Primestor 
Incorporated as the developer of commercial space in 2018 and the community center and 
central park in 2020.
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HACLA and the Master Developer have worked closely to execute the vision of a 
redeveloped Jordan Downs and have seen the beginning of success in the completion of key 
projects in Phase I which will see 250 units of affordable housing, 115,000 square feet of 
commercial space and close to three acres of park space, paseos and plazas fully 
constructed by August 2020. In parallel, HACLA and JDCP have done extensive community 
engagement and surveying of Jordan Downs residents to develop a human capital plan, 
which was initiated in 2010 with a $6 million investment by HACLA and continues to thrive 
under a Joint Agreement for Services between HACLA and BRIDGE Housing and through 
HACLA’s Community Coach Program. All parties have been successful in pursuing 
competitive funding sources, including federal, state and private foundation grants, to realize 
the redevelopment. As of today, the first phase of construction alone has brought close to 
$200 million in new investment to Jordan Downs and the Watts community. However, with 
the total cost of redevelopment is still expected to cost over $1 billion, HACLa and JDCP are 
compelled to aggressively pursue all available funding opportunities.

Throughout this redevelopment process, HACLA and the City of Los Angeles have looked 
beyond the boundaries of the 70-acre development to ensure broader positive impacts and 
connectivity to the neighborhood as a whole. Hundreds of meetings and events have been 
held with the residents of Jordan Downs, key community institutions, organizations, and 
neighborhood residents to hear their concerns, identify priorities and incorporate their desires 
into an overall plan for revitalization. This thought-leadership and strength in collaboration 
has already led to the successful award of $33.50 million in Transformative Climate 
Communities funding for Watts Rising and has made a positive impact on grassroots 
engagement and resident leadership building in Watts.

Choice Neighborhoods

On August 5, 2019, HUD released a Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for up to a $35 
million CNI Grant. CNI has been developed by HUD to assist in transforming neighborhoods 
with distressed public or HUD-assisted housing through a comprehensive approach to 
neighborhood transformation. Watts Rising submitted its application on November 4, 2019 
which proposed a comprehensive plan for revitalizing and investing in the health and 
economic growth of the Watts community (see further detail in Attachment 1).

Securing the HUD CNI grant is an important milestone in the redevelopment of Jordan 
Downs and another key resource for the larger Watts community. With HUD requirements 
that at least $22 million of the $35 million grant be used directly to finance the planned 
physical improvements in future phases (see Jordan Downs Phase Map in Attachment 2) 
and its restriction that $5.25 million in human capital initiatives be targeted directly to Jordan 
Downs, it will help accelerate momentum and pave the way for future contributions.

JDCP has the requisite profile and prior large-scale public housing redevelopment experience 
to serve in the capacity of the Housing Lead in the CNI grant application, with Children’s 
Institute, a local non-profit in Watts and the operator of the long-standing Head Start facility 
located at Jordan Downs, serving as the People Lead for the social services provided to 
Jordan Downs residents. Lastly, the City of Los Angeles through the Mayor’s Office of 
Economic Opportunity, will be the Neighborhood Lead and work collaboratively with HACLA
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and non-profit partners to implement the close to $11 million in neighborhood investments 
embodied in the Choice application and future CDBG committed by the City. HACLA serves 
as the Lead Applicant with the City of Los Angeles as Co-Applicant per the requirements 
outlined in the CNI Notice of Funding Availability and is responsible for the overall 
administration, execution and metrics associated with implementation of the grant.

Sustainability and Leverage funding are a critical component of the grant. As of grant 
submittal, HACLA and the City had secured over $237 million in Neighborhood Leverage and 
$22 million in People Leverage, surpassing the minimum $40 million in Neighborhood 
Leverage and $15 million in People Leverage required for full points in the CNI NOFA. The 
Neighborhood Plan was developed with the insights of the community provided in adopted 
historic planning documents for Watts and mobile workshops and meetings held with 
residents to gauge how they defined their needs and prioritized potential projects. Over 250 
residents participated in mobile workshops during September and October of 2019 and over 
100 residents and organizational stakeholders in Watts participated in a community "pitch” 
and voting exercise held on two different days to select the final list of Critical Community 
Investments. Attachment 3 represents the projects which were submitted for HUD funding 
and complimentary CDBG funding from the City of Los Angeles. HACLA will work with HUD 
and the community to review all projects and programs in further detail over the next four to 
six months and refine and finalize the Housing, Neighborhood and People Plan. These final 
plans will be approved individually by various sub-committees within HUD and will require the 
support and participation of Watts residents and institutions.

Meeting the Challenge

Employment and living wage jobs is a key component to the implementation efforts of this 
grant and one that has already seen great success. To date, 220 Section 3 (low income, local 
hire) qualifying individuals have been hired into construction jobs at Jordan Downs; 70% of 
which live in the neighborhood of Watts. With over 55,000 work hours, these residents are 
now moving into other construction career jobs including almost 30 union enrollments and 51 
apprenticeships. Permanent positions within the new commercial shopping center at Jordan 
Downs are being populated successfully with Section 3 residents. Currently 67 of 107 new 
hires at stores like Starbucks, Ross Dress for Less, and Smart and Final qualify as Section 3, 
or 62% of the new hires.

Although not required by HUD, HACLA will apply its Section 3 Guide and Compliance Plan to 
promote local hire and local contracting opportunities with the implementation of the People 
Plan and CNI Critical Community Investments in the Watts neighborhood. The Section 3 
priority tiers will follow HUD’s guidelines for mixed finance projects, focusing on the primacy 
of public housing residents and residents and businesses in Watts for new jobs and 
contracting opportunities. Jordan Downs Forward, a working group directed by the Economic 
and Workforce Development Department will provide a forum for mapping jobs and training 
opportunities and ensuring that residents are successful in filling these positions. HACLA is 
currently updating the projected job numbers for this effort and will work with its own 
America’s Job Center and Watts Labor Community Action Center on referrals and related 
training.
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HACLA and its Lead Applicant partners have already begun the hard but exciting work or 
preparing for CNI grant implementation and have hosted virtual town halls with its People, 
Neighborhood and Housing partners to provide updates and conduct brainstorming sessions 
on proposed grant goals and strategies for successful implementation. HACLA expects to 
continue this level of partner and community outreach as HACLA, the City and its partners 
build out services, management and projects by and for the community.
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ATTACHMENT 1.

WATTS RISING
CHOICE NEIGHBORHOOD IMPLEMENTATION GRANT PROPOSAL SUMMARY
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FY2019 Watts Rising Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant

HACLA as the Lead Applicant, and the City as the Co-Applicant, applied for a FY2019 Choice Neighborhoods 
Implementation Grant for Watts Rising, which continues the Jordan Downs Forward redevelopment work and 
targets the entire Watts neighborhood for additional investment. Choice Neighborhoods is a program of the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) intended to help cities leverage significant public 
and private dollars to support locally driven strategies that address struggling neighborhoods with distressed 
public housing through a comprehensive approach to neighborhood transformation. Local leaders, residents, 
and stakeholders - such as public housing authorities, cities, schools, police, business owners, nonprofits, and 
private developers - come together to create and implement a plan that revitalizes distressed HUD housing, 
offers a higher level of service provision to affected public housing residents, and catalyzes critical 
improvements in the neighborhood, promoting placed-based investment in businesses, public spaces, services 
and schools.

Choice Neighborhoods is focused on three core goals:

Housing - Replace distressed public and assisted housing with high-quality mixed-income 
housing that is well-managed and responsive to the needs of the surrounding neighborhood

HACLA looks to the redevelopment of Jordan Downs to serve as a catalyst for the rebirth of the Watts 
neighborhood. The project incorporates one-for-one replacement of public housing layered with a human 
capital plan. The Housing Lead for this effort is the Jordan Downs Community Partners (JDCP) joint venture 
comprised of BRIDGE Housing and The Michaels Organization. Housing redevelopment has already begun with 
Phase 1A complete and Phase 1B expecting to move residents in by August 2020. Both of these phases 
combined bring 250 new affordable housing units to Jordan Downs. Phases 2 projects, totaling an additional 
253 units, are fully funded; with two projects under construction and the last anticipating a financial closing in 
early 2021. The final projects are planned to start in 2021 with the last units constructed by September 2026. A 
variety of resources will be tapped to construct the housing, including 9% and 4% low-income housing tax 
credits, state funds, Federal Home Loan Bank Affordable Housing Program, and HACLA resources. Choice 
funding would be spread amongst a number of projects to help move the timeline for completion faster. The 
final buildout will also include 9 acres of park space, a community center with a job resource center, a Pre-K 
Head Start program, and approximately 160,000 sf of commercial space.

Excluding Phase 1A which is now complete, for grant purposes this is a 1,454-unit housing program includes 
the following unit types and counts:

628 Replacement Units (Phase 1A had 72 replacement units for a total of 700 replacement units)
476 Affordable Units (Phase 1A had 41 additional affordable units)
200 Market Rate Units (including 16 on-site manager units + Phase 1A had 2 on-site manager units)
150 Home-ownership Units (approximately 40 affordable + 110 market rate)
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People - Improve outcomes of households living in the target housing related to 
employment and income, health, and children's education

The Choice Neighborhoods program also places a high emphasis on service provision to target public housing 
residents and helping them connect with the programs, resources and supports they need using a case 
management model. Leading the People part of the work is Children's Institute (CII) based out of Watts, with 
the Partnership for Los Angeles Schools (PLAS) serving as the Principal Education Partner. CII is bringing their 
evidence-based dual generation approach to working with Jordan Downs families and drawing from an 
expansive range of local service providers and organizations to address challenges individual to each 
household with a focus on health, education and employment. Their program kicks off with the re-activation of 
the Jordan Downs gym as an interim solution to providing community cohesion programming on-site. 
Additionally, they will set up office space in a modular HACLA will be locating on-site to provide a Wellness 
Center, where family mental health is of primary focus.

Neighborhood - Create the conditions necessary for public and private reinvestment in distressed 
neighborhoods to offer the kinds of amenities and assets, including safety, good schools, and 
commercial activity, that are important to families' choices about their community.

The Mayor's Office of Economic Opportunity (MOEO) will be partnering with HACLA through its Watts Rising 
effort to carry out the neighborhood program for Watts, which builds on the $200 million in community 
investments being sparked through the $33 million Transformative Climate Communities (TCC) grant to Watts 
Rising. Via Choice funding, supplemented with CDBG committed by the City, MOEO and HACLA are targeting 
these resources to assist additional neighborhood greening investments in homes, schools and streets; 
supporting local non-profit organizations to enhance their facilities to better serve the Watts community; 
boosting local economic development efforts through small- and micro-business financing, creation of a 
kitchen incubator, and workforce/education training space; and park and community facility improvements 
that will impact resident's quality of life across all ages and celebrate the history of this community. This 
almost $11 million in neighborhood investment will build on the many plans that the Watts neighborhood has 
envisioned coming to life of the past decades, reduces long-standing environmental impacts and focuses on 
public health and economic development: two cornerstone goals adopted by the entire community.

Leverage Details:

The Watts Rising proposal was able to match HUD's $35 million with $362 million in committed funding for the 
Housing Plan, $237 million in committed funding for the Neighborhood Plan and $22 million in committed in
kind services and cash match for the People plan. With full build out in mind, Watts Rising represents over $1 
billion of investment directly in the community of Watts.
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Jordan Downs Community Partners Proposed Site Plan with Phasing
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ATTACHMENT 4.

PROPOSED CRITICAL COMMUNITY INVESTMENTS
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PROPOSED CRITICAL COMMUNITY INVESTMENTS (HUD + CDBG Funded)

PROJECT
Public Improvements

DESCRIPTION

Active Safe Passage Programs are developing ways to ensure 
children and young adults can arrive and leave their school 
campuses without fear or intimidation. This program will take the 
next step to create an atmosphere around school zones that 
changes the environment - encourages the preparation of body 
and mind before entering campus and creates respect from the 
whole community for schools to become trauma-free 
environments. At least two schools will be tested with the addition 
of public art and signage that provide encouragement, 
centering, safety and peace along primary pedestrian paths to 
school.

Mindfulness Signage around 
Schools

Watts wants people to know when they have arrived, turning a 
very utilitarian pedestrian bridge over the Metro track to a 
beacon of Watt's welcoming spirit. The old bridge will receive a 
facelift through signage and art that can be seen in the day and

Watts Gateway Bridge evening.
Park & Community Facility Improvements

Build out of a 2,000 sq. ft. space to provide state of the art music 
and film recording equipment. Available to all of Watts to utilize 
but will partner with schools and focus on youth and young 
adults. Teach transferrable skills for jobs in the industry and
promote local talent._________________________________________
Add landscaped areas for outdoor classrooms and cooling 
elements to five schools in Watts that will teach kids the 
importance of how the environment works and promote Eco
Clubs.

Watts Empowerment Music 
and Film Studio

Watts Cool Schools
Renovation of the Historic Watts Train Station to include a 
neighborhood serving retail and community use (coffee, 
restaurant, event space, etc.) and Watts Heritage Museum, with 
outdoor seating for customers, and Metro patrons. This space will 
continue to be used for community serving activities including
food bank distributions, farmers market, street vending, etc.______
Renovation of the Watts Station Plaza (approximately 14,000sf), 
which will serve as a recreational space for cultural and public 
programming in the local community and provide a shared 
outdoor space that will be open and accessible to the 
community for passive recreation and small-scale events. The 
goal is to extend the commercial enterprise from the train station 
out into the plaza promoting unique small business opportunities.

Watts Train Station 
Improvements

Watts Train Station Plaza 
Improvements________
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Add funding to Watts Cultural Trail to cover stretch along 
Graham Ave from the Watts Towers in the south to the Watts Train 
Station in the north & on Grandee between 103rd & 108th. 
Creating safe and comfortable open space for pedestrians and 
bicyclists. The new projects will create ample lighting, wide 
sidewalks, street furniture, lush landscaping, clear pedestrian 
crossings, bicycle parking and more where currently none exists.Watts Cultural Trail

Funding will be provided to support the construction of 6,500 s.f. 
of performance space to house a dance/yoga studio and 
shared office space for grassroots neighborhood organizations. It 
will be a space for community performance, growth of grassroots 
organizations and artistic expression. This mixing of art and 
activism expresses the history of Watts and is consistent with its 
culture.Crescent Multi-Purpose Space

Economic Development 
Projects - Jobs and Business

The MudTown Kitchen will be a teaching and test kitchen, 
offering classes in healthy cooking using locally grown food. 
Additionally, it will have canning and preserving equipment and 
space for finishing and packaging so Watts residents can create 
new food product lines, grow catering businesses and test food
menus in a Mercado-like setting._______________________________
1400 sq. ft. storefront for ThinkWatts, a homegrown membership- 
based Watts business focused on teaching financial literacy 
through the practicum of starting a business. ThinkWatts will host a 
Maker Space, recording studio and STEAM lab, incubating 
clothing brands, influencers and marketing businesses. With sports 
sponsorships, they will also provide a space for high-tech sports
coaching and training._______________________________________
Led by Inclusive Action for the City and supported by the local 
chamber, BusinessSource Center and local non-profit partners, 
Watts will be home to the City's second successful micro-lending 
program. The program expects to assist 60 individuals with capital 
to support their existing or new business enterprises. In a 
community where individuals have significant barriers to 
employment, owning a business may be their only means to self
sufficiency. Access to capital is extremely rare in low-income 
communities, so creating a program with significantly low barriers
to capital is critical.___________________________________________
Watts also has entrepreneurs who want to do good while 
prospering as a business. More and more b-corporations are 
becoming game changers in their communities and can partner 
with non-profits to raise funds and meet mission-based goals. A 
portion of funding will be used to support non-profits and b- 
corporations while developing a brand and business while some 
will be set aside for angel investment in at least two- to three- b- 
corporations in the area.______________________________________

MudTown Farms Commercial 
Kitchen Incubator

ThinkWatts HQ

Watts Micro-Loan Program

Our Town - B-Corp Investment
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Funds will provide storefront and signage improvements for up to 
15 businesses on main commercial corridors in Watts (Wilmington, 
Central, Imperial, 103rd and Compton). Combined with business 
coaching and marketing, the physical improvements will include 
lighting, landscaping, signage, windows and paint.______________Our Town Business Investment

Neighborhood (Homes) 
Greening & Investment

This program will expand the efforts of Watts Rising to plant 1,000 
fruit and shade trees at various public housing sites, individual 
residential properties and along the street. The trees will provide 
shade, cooling homes and streets, will sequester 1,000 metric tons 
of carbon dioxide and capture 75 acres of polluted storm water. 
The fruit trees provide a source of free healthy food for the 
community and will be paired with programs run by Watt's 
community gardens to encourage coordinated harvesting and 
distribution.

Watts Greening: Fruit & Shade 
Tree Groves & Planting______

The Green Model home will also test for lead paint and redo 
exteriors with new non-toxic paint for a full Green Home 
transformation. It is expected the funds will pay for at least 20 
homes to receive a full transformation or up to 30 homes with just 
landscaping.________________________________________________Green Model Home Program

Provide 85 homes with the opportunity to significantly reduce 
their water and utility bills with tankless water heaters, low-flow 
toilets, windows and insulation.________________________________

Resilient Homes - Energy 
Efficiency Program________

Resilient Homes - Solar Watts 
Program_________________
Non-Profit Investments

Provide 30 homes with new solar panels to reduce utility bills. 
Proposal includes roof repair for homes that need it._____________

This will expand the physical space of the existing non-profit and 
community center by approximately 2,500 s.f. to accommodate 
new programs including the Leadership Academy, Watts 
College, ESL and SSL classes, renter rights trainings, eviction 
prevention, renter application assistance and homeownership 
and foreclosure counseling services to prepare residents to be
leaders in the community.____________________________________
All connections big and small matter. This new investment will 
construct a sports court at Morning Star Baptist Church, a 
community space that has been long utilized by the entire 
community, providing a safe environment for after-school 
learning and play as well as adult and young adult league 
games.______________________________________________________

Watts Century Latino 
Organization Offices

Morning Star MBC (10701 S. 
Juniper)________________
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